Local protein synthesis is a ubiquitous feature of neuronal pre-and postsynaptic compartments.
Abstract.
There is ample evidence for localized mRNAs and protein synthesis in neuronal dendrites, however, demonstrations of these processes in presynaptic terminals are limited. We used expansion microscopy to resolve pre-and postsynaptic compartments in brain slices. Most presynaptic terminals in the hippocampus and forebrain contained mRNA and ribosomes. We sorted fluorescently labeled synaptosomes from mouse brain and then sequenced hundreds of mRNA species present within excitatory boutons. After brief metabolic labeling, more them 30% of all presynaptic terminals exhibited a signal, providing evidence for ongoing protein synthesis. We tested different classic plasticity paradigms and observed unique patterns of rapid pre-and/or postsynaptic translation. Thus presynaptic terminals are translationally competent and local protein synthesis is differentially recruited to drive compartment-specific phenotypes that underlie different forms of plasticity.
Neurons are morphologically complex possessing a typical cell body from which emerges elaborately branching dendrites and axons. Indeed, most of a neuron's area is accounted for by its dendrites and axons: for example, the dendrites of rodent pyramidal neuron exceed 10 mm in length (1) and a human axon (e.g. in the sciatic nerve) can reach up to 1 meter length. The massive network represented by dendrites and axons provides the surface area to accommodate the 1000-10000 synapses, both excitatory and inhibitory, typically formed by an individual neuron. At synapses, the complement of proteins present represents the best phenotypic indicator of both the type and strength of the synapse. The regulation of synaptic proteins, by post-translational modifications and by ongoing protein synthesis and degradation, drives homeostasis and plasticity at synapses (2) (3) (4) .
It has been proposed that a substantial fraction of proteome supply and remodeling occurs locally within synapses (5) (6) (7) (8) . While a wealth of data has led to consensus that protein synthesis occurs in mature dendrites (7, 9) there has been much less agreement about local translation in mature axons. Many studies have shown that local translation is required for axonal growth during development and repair following injury (e.g. (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) ). In addition, a few recent studies have shown that mature retinal ganglion cell axons contain competent translational machinery and mRNAs (15) or use presynaptic translation during plasticity at certain synapse types (16, 17) . In addition, there is ample evidence that invertebrate axons can synthesize proteins (e.g. (18) ). Despite these data, controversy has arisen from an inability to detect reliably ribosomes in axons or terminals (19, 20) and the persistent idea that axonal protein needs are adequately served by the well-documented system of axonal transport (e.g. (21) ).
Here, to determine whether translation in axon terminals is a common feature of mature brains, we used advanced microscopy methods to determine the abundance and diversity of the components required for translation in nerve terminals from multiple mouse brain areas. We also purified a molecularly-defined population of mature presynaptic nerve terminals and directly sequenced the resident mRNA population. Finally, we conducted high-resolution metabolic labeling to ascertain the frequency of protein synthesis events in all synaptic compartments.
Isolation and characterization of vGLUT1+ terminals from the adult mouse brain
The presence of poly(A) mRNA in axon terminals suggested the capacity for protein synthesis. However, it did not indicate the breadth of translational machinery or the mRNA population potentially available for translation in identified synapse types. In order to characterize transcripts and translational machinery in excitatory presynaptic terminals, we used our recently developed platform that couples fluorescence-sorting with biochemical fractionation to sort and purify fluorescently labeled synaptosomes (fluorescence-activated synaptosome sorting; FASS) ( Fig. 2A) . The "pre-sorted" and sorted synaptosomes comprise resealed presynaptic synaptic compartments, sometimes associated with an "open" postsynaptic membrane (27) (28) (29) (Fig. 2B) ; the sorted synaptosomes also lacked dendritic and ER elements. Starting with the forebrain of adult vGLUT1 venus knock-in mice, in which all vGLUT1 + synapses were fluorescently labeled (30) , we prepared and sorted vGLUT1 + synaptosomes for FISH, immunocytochemistry ( Fig. 2C -I) and ultimately RNA sequencing ( Fig. 3 ). We first examined whether the vGLUT1 + sorted synaptosome population, reflecting the composition of excitatory synapses in vivo, possessed the molecular elements that we detected in the expanded hippocampal and forebrain tissue ( were associated with PSD-95 ( Fig. 2C ,D,G). To examine whether this is a universal feature of excitatory synapses we also examined ribosomal protein labeling in vGLUT1 + synaptosomes sorted from the adult mouse hippocampus or cerebellum.
We found a strikingly similar high occupancy of ribosomes in the hippocampal and cerebellar excitatory synapses: ~90% were positive for ribosome immunolabeling ( Fig. 2I ). In addition, as observed in adult brain slices, a large majority of the vGAT +immunolabeled synaptosomes were also immunopositive for ribosomes.
We took advantage of the punctate nature of the imaged fluorescent signals to calculate the center-to-center distances for poly(A) mRNA or RPS11 and vGLUT1 or PSD-95 proteins. Using stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) we confirmed the tight spatial relationship between vGLUT1 and RPS11. The measured distances were consistent with the localization of the presynaptic translation machinery as slightly offset from the synaptic cleft ( Fig. 2H-I ). This suggests that presynaptic translation occurs away from the active zone. In addition, we optimized expansion microscopy for application to synaptosomes and further probed the spatial organization of the ribosome population relative to the active zone. Synaptosomes were visualized using markers differentially localized within boutons: vGLUT1 (synaptic vesicle pool), bassoon (soluble scaffolding protein) and RIM1 (active zone membrane protein). Consistent with the above data, in the expanded synaptosomes ribosomes (measured with 18s and 28s FISH) were positioned closer to vGLUT1 and Bassoon than the active zone membrane (measured with RIM1 immunolabeling) ( Fig. 3A-F ). Finally, we used immunoEM to detect the ribosomal protein RPS11 in the pre-sorted synaptosome. We detected RPS11 in a majority of the presynaptic terminals ( Fig. 3G -J) and the localization, again offset from the active zone, is consistent with the above data. Thus, the majority of presynaptic terminals, both excitatory and inhibitory, contained both poly(A) mRNA and ribosomal protein, indicating a clear capacity for protein synthesis.
The presynaptic transcriptome of vGLUT1+ terminals
To discover the transcriptome present in adult mouse presynaptic boutons, we used RNA sequencing to identify the mRNA population of both the pre-sorted and vGLUT1 + synaptosomes (see Methods). From 3 biological replicates for each group (pre-sorted and sorted), we obtained in total 244 Mio reads that, following genome alignment, yielded 12,730 transcripts detected in all replicates from both groups (196 Mio uniquely mapped reads in total) ( Fig. 4A ). We analyzed the transcripts that were significantly enriched or depleted in the vGLUT1 + sorted population (relative to the pre-sorted synaptosomes) and identified 468 and 792 transcripts, respectively ( Fig.   4A -B). Enriched transcripts overlapped to varying degrees with prior synaptic sequencing studies. Gene ontology analysis of the vGLUT1 + enriched transcripts (using the ~12.7 K transcripts from the input forebrain transcriptome) revealed a significant overrepresentation of genes coding for presynaptic active zone proteins, ribosomal proteins and other groups like synapse ( Fig. 4C ). Amongst the most enriched in the vGLUT1 + presynaptic transcriptome were many well-known presynaptic proteins including Bassoon (Bsn), Rims1-3, Stx6, as well as signaling molecules like Sergef and Rapgef4 (Fig. 4B ,F) and mitochondrial proteins. Amongst the 792 transcripts depleted in the vGLUT1 + transcriptome were many coding for neurotransmitter receptors of the GABA and AMPA family, indicating the depletion of postsynaptic and dendritic components through our synaptosome sorting ( Fig. 4D,F) .
Also, transcripts coding for membrane proteins including endoplasmic reticulum proteins, such as Ergic1, Calr or Sec62, were diminished in the vGLUT1 + sorted synaptosomes. There was also a clear depletion of transcripts coding for integral synaptic vesicle proteins ( Fig 4D,F) , consistent with a recent report of somatic vesicle biogenesis and transport (31) . Of note, among the 468 transcripts enriched in vGLUT1 + terminals, 62 were known targets of the RNA-binding Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP), the loss of which causes fragile X syndrome ( Fig. 4E ) (32) . We validated the presence (or absence) of several of the vGLUT1 + enriched transcripts including Rapgef4, Adcy1, Bsn, Kif5a, or Actb in sparsely plated vGLUT1 + synaptosomes using FISH ( Fig. 4G ,H). Thus presynaptic compartments from adult mouse forebrain contained the requisite machinery and a diverse mRNA population for protein synthesis.
Abundant protein synthesis is detected in presynaptic terminals
To obtain direct evidence for protein synthesis in synaptic compartments, particularly presynaptic boutons, we adapted the puromycin-based metabolic labeling strategy (33) for detection with electron or expansion microscopy. Cultured hippocampal neurons were briefly labelled with puromycin and then fixed and processed for electron microscopy (EM) using immunogold labeling with an anti-puromycin antibody (see Methods). Using transmission EM, we were able to identify, based on morphological features (see Methods), both dendrites and synapses, including presynaptic boutons, in the images ( The thin nature of the EM sections precludes a 3D analysis and could result in an under-estimation of ongoing protein synthesis in pre-and postsynaptic compartments. Thus, to address the frequency of translation in a well-resolved 3D volume of both presynaptic boutons and dendritic spines we used metabolic labeling in expanded cultured hippocampal neurons ( Fig. 5D ). Together with 5 min of metabolic labeling of nascent protein synthesis, we conducted immunocytochemical analyses using pre-(vGLUT1 or vGAT, excitatory or inhibitory) and postsynaptic (mCherry volume fill) labeling. By analyzing the coincidence of the synaptic markers with the metabolic label (again, resolved in individual z-sections), we discovered that an average of ~37 and 61% of excitatory pre-and postsynaptic compartments, respectively, and ~44% of inhibitory presynaptic terminals underwent active translation. The protein synthesis signal was dramatically reduced by the addition of the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin. Because mitochondria were detected in ~48% of all presynaptic terminals (34) , we asked whether any of the presynaptic metabolic label corresponded to mitochondrial protein synthesis. The positive metabolic label in presynaptic terminals (that overlaps with either vGLUT1 or vGAT compartments) was resistant to chloramphenicol (an inhibitor of prokaryotic/mitochondrial protein synthesis) ( Fig. 5F ). Consistent with this, immunodetected mitochondria (anti-TOMM20 antibody) did not overlap with either the vGLUT1 or vGAT immunolabelled compartments.
We next validated the local translation of some specific candidate mRNAs, identified in the presynaptic transcriptome ( Fig. 4 
Differential compartment-specific regulation of protein synthesis by plasticity
Local translation is required for several forms of synaptic plasticity including, but not limited to, potentiation induced by neurotrophins (36) , and depression induced by metabotropic glutamate receptor activation (mGluR 1/5 ) (37) or endocannabinoids (16) .
Capitalizing on our ability to visualize the protein synthesis that occured in three different synaptic compartments (the dendritic spine and both excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic boutons), we examined the translational signature of these three different forms of plasticity. We treated cultured hippocampal or cortical neurons with brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), an mGluR 1/5 agonist ((S) 
Discussion
Here, we investigated the localization and stimulation of protein synthesis in mature synapses and unambiguously identified protein synthesis machinery and translation in individual presynaptic compartments from 3 different brain areas. In adult rodent brain slices and cultured hippocampal neurons we found that over 75% of both excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic terminals (see also (16) min of labeling ~40% of both excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic terminals and ~60% of dendritic spines exhibited active translation. Puromycin, a tRNA mimic, was used to metabolically label nascent proteins (33); we used an optimized low concentration in order to label nascent peptides while avoiding a complete block of protein synthesis. The stringency of our presynaptic translation measurements (e.g.
the requirement that the metabolic label spatially overlap with a vesicular marker immunolabeling) may also lead to an underestimate of actively translating compartments, particularly when compared to the spine measurements where a volume-filling label was used. As such, we believe that the above values likely represent a conservative estimate of the fraction of compartments undergoing translation in the labeling window. Indeed, we could increase the number of active compartments using chemical stimulations. This confirms that we have identified a "lower-bound": we detected an even higher fraction of actively translating compartments (~81, 54 and 48 percent of spines, vGAT and vGLUT1 terminals) after 5 min of metabolic labeling.
Thousands of mRNA transcripts are present distally in neuronal processes, where they can be locally used for protein synthesis (38) (39) (40) (41) . Notably, the transcriptome of retinal ganglion cell axons has been characterized both during development (42, 43) and the retinal ganglion cell translatome has been identified in the adult mouse (15) .
Here, using mature mouse forebrain synaptosomes that are enriched for vGLUT1 + presynaptic terminals we identified ~450 transcripts that were enriched, relative to the "pre-sorted"/bulk synaptosome transcriptome. There were also many transcripts shared between the pre-sorted and sorted synaptosomes that were not enrichment in the vGLUT1 + transcriptome but likely represent important translation targets within post-and/or pre-synaptic compartments. Within this vGLUT1 + -enriched transcriptome, we detected many mRNAs that code for proteins that regulate vesicle release probability including Rims, Adcy1, and Bsn. Using Puro-PLA (35) we validated the synthesis of several presynaptic proteins, including RapGEF4 and Bassoon, in identified nerve terminals within minutes of metabolic labeling. Some of the earliest studies suggesting translation in axons observed radioactive labeling in synaptosomes (44, 45) . Interestingly, mRNAs coding for synaptic vesicle proteins were lacking in our vGLUT1 + transcriptome. Perhaps local translation of presynaptic proteins could work in concert with the well-documented transport of presynaptic proteins and complexes within axons (46) to supply and regulate neurotransmitter release and homeostasis in mature, healthy nerve terminals.
We detected an enrichment of transcripts in several functional categories. For example, we noted an abundance of mRNAs coding for proteins that directly regulate translation, including eukaryotic initiation and elongation factors (see also (15) ). While many of these proteins have been detected within dendrites (47, 48) whether they are present in excess or limited quantities is unknown. Signaling events at the synapse could thus boost translational capacity by synthesizing these potentially rate-limiting regulatory elements. Importantly, local protein synthesis is dysregulated in many neurodevelopmental disorders (49) and recent attention has focused on a presynaptic locus of some important proteins like FMRP (50) . In this regard, we note that over 10% of the vGLUT1 + -enriched presynaptic transcripts possess an FMRPbinding site (32) . Shigeoka et al., also observed an abundance of FMRP targets in the retinal ganglion cell axonal translatome (15) .
Multiple forms of synaptic plasticity involve local translation in dendrites including, BDNF-induced synaptic potentiation (36), mGluR-dependent long-term depression (51), dopamine-induced plasticity (52) and homeostatic plasticity (48) and activation of presynaptic CB1 receptors by retrograde endocannabinoid signaling stimulates local protein synthesis in inhibitory terminals to produce long-term depression of inhibitory transmission (16) . We found local translation in both the pre-and postsynaptic compartments to be differentially regulated by 3 of the above forms of plasticity in a compartment-specific manner. These data indicate that there is also information about the recent synaptic history and the expression of plasticity in the particular pattern of translation loci in synaptic compartments. Together with the selection of particular mRNAs for translation, owing to unique regulatory elements present in the 3'UTRs (53), a unique and remodeled synaptic proteome for each kind of plasticity can be achieved. Our findings demonstrate that local protein synthesis is a ubiquitous feature of both sides of the synapse-it occurs in both excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic boutons, as well as dendritic spines, under basal conditions and is differentially recruited in these compartments to modify local proteomes.
Taken together with the well-documented system of microtubule-based transport (in both axons and dendrites) to supply both mRNA and protein, local synthesis adds an important source of protein that presumably can be exploited to alter the local proteome with spatial and temporal precision.
Materials and Methods
Cultured neurons. Dissociated rat hippocampal or cortical neuron cultures were prepared and maintained as described previously (54) . Briefly, we dissected hippocampi or cortices from postnatal day 0-1 rat pups of either sex (Sprague- Synaptosome isolation. Synaptosomes were generated from 6-8 weeks old mouse forebrain, hippocampus or cerebellum of wild-type and VGLUT1 VENUS knock-in mice as described previously (27, 28, 30) . Our synaptosome preparation was chosen and adapted from our previously published protocol (27) (28) (29) Fluorescence-activated synaptosomes sorting (FASS). S-synaptosome sorting was performed as described previously (27, 28) . Iterator will start at every position on the sequence with two consecutive Adenine (A) (or thymine (T) respectively), setting initial score to 10. Every match adds a score of 1 and a mismatch adds a score of -8. The iterator will stop incrementing when the score value drops below 0. The longest span of the iterator is kept per transcript as a measure of detected repeat sequence.
Stimulation Emission Depletion microscopy (STED
All Venn diagrams were obtained using Venn 2.1 web tools (61) . Figure 6 
